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Four Basi For es

The four basi for es are identied as 1. gravitational, 2.ele tromagneti , 3.Weak and
4.strong
Le ture:1-Gravitational for e

Gravitation is quantitatively explained by Sir Isaa Newton in the 17th entury using
his law of gravitation and se ond law of motion. The for e on a body at a point having
1
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gravitational potential φ(r) is given by
mI

d2~r
= −mG ∇φ(~r)
dt2

where mI is the inertial mass whi h determines the a eleration under a for e (= F/a
) and mG gravitational mass whi h determines the gravitational for e in a eld. Sin e
d2~r

gravitational a eleration is found to be independent of mass, mI = mG and 2 =
dt
−∇φ(r). A eleration of a body at a point is determined by the gravitational eld at
that point.
For a ontinuous distribution of mass with a volume density ρ(r~′ ) at point r~′ , the
potential at a point r̂ is given by
φ(~r) = G

Z

ρ(r~′ )d3 r ′
|~r − r~′ |

where G = 6.673 × 10−11 Nm2 kg −2 is the universal gravitational onstant. This is the
integral form of Newtons law of gravitation. It implies that gravitational eld φ(r) is
determined by the distribution of mass at other points r~′ . Just like in ele trostati s
one an derive the dierential form as
∇2 φ(~r) = 4πGρ(~r)

whi h is a Poisson's dierential equation.
This theory su essfully explained the motion of planets around the sun, whi h
represents motion with small velo ities in weak gravitational elds. But Newton's law
fa ed the following problems.
• It failed in the ase of high velo ities and strong gravitational elds.
• The transmission of gravitational for e without a medium and with innite ve-

lo ity was not physi ally justiable.

• Nearly the same on lusions an be obtained about the orbits of stars and planets
if one hooses an inverse ube (r−3 ) law or inverse 2.3 (r−2.3 )-law.

These fa ts led Albert Einstein to propose his general theory of relativity. Einstein
postulated a variational prin iple to obtain the equation of motion of matter in a
gravitational eld. Freely falling bodies move along that urve for whi h proper time
is an extremum. Su h a urve is alled a geodesi . If τ is the proper time, δτ = 0. If
xµ (λ) represents a path distinguished by the parameter λ and µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 That is,
τ=

Z sX

gµν

µ,ν

2

∂xµ ∂xν
dλ
∂λ ∂λ

where gµν is the metri of spa e-time. Using Einstein onvention of summation over Einstein
onvent
repeated indi es
r
δ

Z

∂xµ ∂xν
dλ = 0
gµν
∂λ ∂λ

. The Euler-Legrange equation for the extremum is then gives



d2 xµ
1 µν ∂gβν ∂gαν
∂gαβ ∂xα ∂xβ
=− g
+
−
dτ 2
2
∂xα
∂xβ
∂xν ∂τ ∂τ

where ∂τ 2 = g0µ dx0 dxµ . Comparing with d2~r/dt2 = −∇φ(~r) one an see that in the
relativisti equation t → τ and eld φ is repla ed with metri g µν whi h determines
stru ture of spa e-time. If metri g is diagonal with onstant omponents (gµµ =
constant), the spa etime is at. If it is a onstant but not diagonal, spa e time is not
at but has the same urvature everywhere. If gµν ≡ gµν (xµ ) are variables, urvature
varies with events xµ . Hen e urvature of spa e-time ontrols the motion of bodies
just like eld determines a eleration in Newtonian gravity. The statement 'spa e-time
urvature tells matter how to move' is a onsequen e of it.
To estimate the ee t of matter and energy on spa etime, Einstein put forward eld
equations whi h are the general relativisti analogue of the Poisson's equation. He
planned his equations to satisfy the following requirements.
• It should pass all possible experimental tests.

• It should redu e to Newtonian gravity for weak elds.
• Lo ally it should satisfy spe ial relativity.

• Gravitational elds an indu e or modify other gravitational elds as eld itself

has energy density. Hen e equation must be non-linear.

• Field equations must be onsistent with energy-momentum onservation.

He postulated the relation between the geometry of spa e-time and the mass-energymomentum as
8πG
1
Gµν = Rµν − g µν R = 4 T µν
2
c
µν
is the Einstein tensor, R is the Ri i tensor for urvature, g µν is the

where Gµν
metri , T µν is the mass-energy-momentum tensor and R is the s alar urvature. The
onstant (8πG/c4) = 2.07×10−43 kg −1 m−1 s2 is often alled the Einstein's Gravitational
onstant. The omponents of T are
• T 00 → energy density

• T 01 , T 02 , T 03 → energy ux

• T 10 , T 20 , T 30 → momentum density
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• T ij , (i, j = 1, 2, 3) → Stress or pressure or momentum ux

The Einstein tensor Gµν is a non-linear fun tion of the metri tensor, but is linear
in the se ond partial derivatives of the metri . The se ond partial derivatives of the
metri gives the urvature of spa etime. It is analogous to the Poisson's equation for
Newtonian gravity ex ept that the matter density ρ(~r) is now repla ed with T µν .
As a symmetri 2nd rank tensor, the Einstein tensor has 10 independent omponents
in a 4-dimensional spa e. The Einstein eld equations are thus a set of 10 quasilinear
se ond-order partial dierential equations for the metri tensor. It an be shown that
∇µ Gµν = 0 whi h ensures the onservation of the stress-energy-momentum tensor in
urved spa etime as ∇µ T µν = 0 from eld equation.
The hange in the perihelion of the orbit of planet Mer ury around the sun and the
shift due to bending of light from stars as they pass through the gravitational eld
of other stars veried predi tions of general relativity. It is shown that for parti les
moving with low velo ities in weak gravitational elds, Einstein's equation redu es to
Newton's law of gravitation. The des ription of super ompa t obje ts like neutron
stars and bla k holes is impossible without general relativity. In general relativity,
a elerated masses must emit gravitational waves. It is not observed yet as it is very
weak.
Gravity is to be quantised for the following reasons.
• All other for e elds like ele tromagneti , weak and strong are already quantized

. To integrate gravity with other elds, it must be quantized.

• In quantum theory of elds, for e is exerted by the ex hange of virtual bosons.

The ex hange boson for gravity is postulated to be a spin-2 graviton. The existen e of graviton requires the quantization of gravity.

• We may ombine the ideas of un ertainty and relativity in the following way.
∆x ≥

~
~
=
2∆p
2∆mc

A ording to general relativity, the omponent g tt of the metri near a point mass
∆m is given by
g tt = 1 −

As g tt ≥ 0,
∆x ≥

2G∆m
c2 ∆x

2G∆m
c2

Multiplying the two equations for ∆x one gets
∆x ≥

r

G~
= 1.616199 × 10−35 m
c3
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This distan e is alled Plan k's length. If gravity is quantised, existen e of Plan k's l
Plan k's length will remove the divergen es and singularities of relativity and Plan k's l
divergen e
quantum eld theory.

singulariti
Minkovsky
But quantization leads to other problems two of whi h are given below.
spa e-ti
Ashtekar
• As gravity is spa e-time geometry, spa e-time will have to be quantised. Quanprogram
tization of spa e-time makes its symmetries dis rete.
Witten
superstrin
• It is shown that if gravitational intera tion is used to lo ate and measure the Ele trosta
position and momentum, it an be more a urate than the respe tive un ertainty for e
Coulomb's
relations. This will violate the main prin iples of quantum theory.
Biot and S
law

Attempts are now in progress to quantize weak gravity elds by treating it as a
perturbation to the Minkovsky spa e-time. This is alled Ashtekar program for quantization. Witten program employs the idea of superstrings.
Le ture:2, Ele tromagneti

for e

Time
p
e

γ

e

p

Space

Ele trostati for e between harges is given by Coulomb's law
kq1 q2
r̂
F~ =
r2

where r is the distan e between harges q1 and q2 , r̂ a unit ve tor from q1 to q2 and
K = 9 × 109 Nm2 C −2 . As q 's an be +ve or -ve, harges an attra t (negative f ) or
repel (positive f ). When su h a harge moves, it is an ele tri urrent and a magneti
~ is given by Biot and Savart's law
eld is set up around it . The eld B
~ =
dB

~ × ~r
µ0 idl
r2

When a harge is a elerated, it emits energy in the form of ele tromagneti radiation.
The equations for ele tri and magneti elds due to stati and moving harges are
5

Maxwell's
given by Maxwell's equations
equations
~ =
∇.B
Lorentz formula
Lorentz
~ =
∇×E
transformations
ele tromagneti
~
eld tensor
~ + ∂B =
∇×E
dt
Euler-Legrange
equation
~ =
∇×H
Equal-time
ommutation
relations
Where J~ is the urrent density. The for e on a

given by Lorentz formula

0
ρ
ǫ0

(1)
(2)

0

(3)

~
∂D
J~ +
dt

harge q in an ele tromagneti eld is

~ + ~v × B)
~
f~ = q(E

Maxwell's equations are invariant under Lorentz transformations. Hen e relativisti
equations for the elds an be expressed in terms of an ele tromagneti eld tensor F
whose omponents are the three omponents of ve tor potential A~ = (A1 , A2 , A3 ) and
the s alar ele tri potential φ/c = A4
F µν = ∂µ Aν − ∂ν Aµ

As F µν = −F νµ , the tensor is antisymmetri . Diagonal elements are zeros. Among the
other twelve elements only six are independent. They an be identied as the three
omponents ea h of ele tri eld E and magneti eld B . The tensor is then given by
[ for Minkowski metri of signature (+,-,-,-)℄
F µν


0
Ex /c Ey /c Ez /c
−Ex /c
0
−Bz By 

=
−Ey /c Bz
0
−Bx 
−Ez /c −By Bx
0


Ele tromagneti eld is the rst one quantized su essfully. It is done in anoni al
quantization by treating the potentials Aµ (~x, t) and onjugate momenta π(~x, t)µ as operators. A suitable legrangian density is then hosen to derive the equation of motion
using Euler-Legrange equation. Equal-time ommutation relations between dierent
omponents [Aµ , Aν ],[π µ , π ν ] and [Aµ , π µ ] are then postulated. It identies photon with
spin one as the ex hange parti le for for e between ele tri harges.

Ele tromagneti for e appears
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in quite a large lass of natural phenomena. They a t between atoms in mole ules, ne stru t
onstan
auses fri tion, responsible for radiation et . The ne stru ture onstant α = e2 /2hcǫ0 =
Weak
inte
1/137 is the measure of strength of ele tromagneti intera tion.

nutrino
antinutrin
Fermi's th
Le ture:3, The weak intera tion
hadroni w
urrent
Weak intera tion was rst postulated when the strong nu lear for es annot explain
the de ay of a neutron into a proton, the de ay of pion into a muon and muon to an leptoni w
urrent
ele tron. These de ays show the following hara teristi s.
Fermi the
• In most of these rea tions a nutrino or antinutrino is emitted.
• The probability of their o urren e is low whi h shows this for e is small in

strength.

• The range of weak for e is smaller than other nu lear for es (< 10−17 m).
• Parity is not onserved in these rea tions.

One of the rst theories of weak intera tion is Fermi's theory of beta de ay. In the early
1930's, inspired by the stru ture of ele tromagneti intera tion, Fermi postulated the
beta de ay n → p + e− + νe as the single-point four-fermion ve tor urrent intera tion.
p

n

bb b
b

νe

e−

That is, intera tion potential onverts a neutron into a proton, ele tron and antineutrino instantaneously and at the same point in spa e. He wrote down the omplete
invariant amplitude for intera tion as the produ t of hadroni weak urrent and leptoni weak urrent.
GF
M = √ g µν hµ iν
2

where GF is the Fermi onstant, g µν the Lorentz metri , hµ = hp| Jµ(weak) |ni is hadroni
weak urrent and iν = he, ν̄e | Jν(weak) |0i is leptoni weak urrent. Sin e the de ay proess takes pla e at a single point in spa e-time, the hadroni and the leptoni urrents
have ommon oupling onstant and have identi al transition operator J (weak) . Fermi's
theory also a ounted for the dependen e of weak for e on the relative orientation of
the spins of intera ting parti les. But the following dieren es with quantum ele trodynami s were noted.
• In Fermi theory the total ross se tion for the de ay pro ess diverges with energy

of the neutrino whi h is a tually not true. Thus the rst modi ation of Fermi
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theory was made by introdu ing the intermediate ve tor bosons of spin 1, in
analogy to photon in ele trodynami s.
• The Current- urrent weak intera tion hanges ele tri

harge of intera ting parti les. This leads to the fa t that intermediate bosons must have ele tri harge.
The harge of a parti le does not hange in ele tromagneti intera tion.

• Similar to pion propagator(Yukawa), intermediate boson must have mass that

a ounts for the short range of weak intera tion while photon has zero rest mass.

The introdu tion of massive W ± ve tor bosons as ex hange parti les leads one to
in lude the propagator of the form
2
−g µν + q µ q ν /MW
2
q 2 + MW

There are three ve tor bosons: W ± ≈ 80GeV, Z 0 ≈ 91GeV.
When the s attering of a neutrino by an antineutrino was onsidered, Fermi's theory
predi ted innite probability. So the theory was not renormalisable. Another drawba k
of Fermi's theory was that it ontained a large number of arbitrary parameters be ause
the form of the weak for e had been inferred dire tly from experiments. Fermi's ve tor
oupling hypothesis allows the gauge bosons to possess only linear momentum and
hen e parity is onserved(δJ = 0). But parity violation in weak pro ess is observed
whi h indi ates hange of angular momentum.
In 1958 Marshak and Sudarsan put forward the Ve tor-Axial ve tor(V-A) theory of
weak intera tion. In axial ve tor oupling (angular momentum), the ex hanged parti le
arries both linear momentum and angular momentum. We have δJ = 1 whi h means
that there is the violation of parity. Therefore, both the ve tor oupling and axial
oupling parts ontribute to the invariant amplitude of any weak pro ess.

Ele troweak theory
Similarities between ele tromagneti and weak intera tion made Salaam and Weinberg
suggest a unied theory of weak and ele tromagneti intera tion alled ele troweak
±
0
theory. Assuming a simplied pi ture of weak intera tion by denoting the W , Z
ouplings to quarks and leptons by the weak harge gW , one would get (in natural
units h = c = 1) from the matrix element for a single boson-ex hange
f (q 2 ) =

2
gW
q 2 + m2

where q 2 = ∆p2 − ∆E 2 , the 4-momentum transfer and m the average mass of W ± , Z 0
bosons. Comparing with e2 /q 2 for the ele tromagneti s attering. For q 2 << m2 ,
f (q 2 ) ≈

8

2
gW
m2

is independent of q 2 . It is similar to e2 /q 2 for the ele tromagneti s attering. The
intera tion is pointlike. Fermi had postulated su h an intera tion of strength GF
between four fermions to des ribe nu lear beta-de ay. Thus at low q 2
GF =

2
gW
≈ 10−5 (GeV )−2
m2

Weinberg and Salam proposed that the oupling g of the W ± , Z 0 bosons to leptons
and quarks should be the same as that of the photon, i.e. gW = e. The weak and
ele tromagneti intera tions are thus unied with the same oupling. Then, from the
measured value of GF ,
r
m≈ √

4πα
≈ 90GeV
GF

e
≈
GF

whi h roughly agrees with the measured masses of W and Z parti les.

Le ture:4, Strong Intera tion
Strong for e is a short-range for e observed between nu leons. It is independent of their
ele tri harge and provides stability to the nu leus as it auses nu leons to attra t ea h
other.
The rst attempt to build a theory of for e between nu leons was made by Hideki
Yukawa. He assumed that to over ome the ele trostati repulsion between protons,
the for e must be attra tive and of short range. The intera tion potential is given the
form
−mr
φ(r) = −

gS e
4πr

where gS represents the oupling between the nu leon and m a onstant having dimension L−1 . The for e a ts by the ex hange of mesons between nu leons. His theory is
only partially su essful be ause it oered no explanation for the following observations
about the for e between any pair of nu leons
• It may not a t along the shortest path between the nu leons.
• It be omes stronger in the presen e of other nu leons.

• It depends on the relative dire tion of spin of nu leons. For e between like spins

is larger.

• It be omes repulsive at distan es below 1.2 × 10−15 m. This is alled hard- ore

repulsion.

These problems led to the formulation of a new gauge theory alled the quantum
hromodynami s. This theory assumes nu leons to be a olle tion of two types of
parti les alled quarks. The for e between quarks is responsible for the strong for e
between nu leons. These quarks move freely within the nu leon. Wil zek and others
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found that non-abelian gauge eld has this property of asymptoti freedom. They
introdu ed a new quantum number alled olour. Quarks have olour harge and
strong for e is aused by the olour. As olour is onserved, there is also a olour
symmetry. The ex hange boson for the olour for e is alled a gluon with spin-1.
Gluons themselves have olour and hen e intera t with other gluons. Asymptoti
freedom is a onsequen e of this self-intera tion.
The group of this gauge symmetry is SU(3). The gauge transformations involve
three olour degrees of freedom alled red, green and blue. The eight generators of
SU(3) orrespond to the eight massless gluons. As the energy of intera tion de reases,
the for e among the quarks and gluons be omes too high for perturbation al ulations.
This leads to the phenomenon alled quark onnement whi h means that quarks
annot be observed outside hadrons at low energies.

Le ture:5, Relative strength of the basi for es
The four fundamental for es have dierent ranges, depend on entirely dierent physi al
hara teristi s( eg. mass, harge, olour et .) and is not having the same nature at all
distan es ( strong for e is attra tive above 1.2 fm while it is repulsive below that
distan e.) There are no equivalent quantities to ompare the strength of these for es.
Hen e in eld theory, strength is measured using the following fa tors.
• The intrinsi mass of the ex hange boson that transmits the for e.
• The probability of ex hange bosons being absorbed and emitted, measured as the

rea tion ross-se tion.

• The average lifetime of a parti le undergoing an intera tion.

Considering these fa tors, the strengths of the intera tions are in the ratio
Strong : Electromagnetic : W eak : Gravitational :: 1 : 10−2 : 10−13 : 10−39

Between two protons whi h are just in onta t, all the four for es an a t with strengths
in the ratio
Strong : Electromagnetic : W eak : Gravitational :: 1 : 10−2 : 10−7 : 10−39

Intera tion

Strength Range(m)

Strong
Ele tromagneti
Weak
Gravitational

1

−15

−2

10
10−13
10−39

10
∞
10−17
∞

Ex hange boson
Rest mass
>100 MeV
0
W ±, Z 0
10 GeV
Graviton
0
Name
Muon
Photon
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spin
0
1
1
2

Example of fundamental intera tions: The formation of stars like the sun involves all the four intera tions. During early stages of formation, interstellar dust and
hydrogen ondense under gravity. The gravitational potential energy appears as kineti
energy E of parti les. The temperature T of this primordial ball in reases as T ∝ E .
As ondensation ontinues T in reases. When T ≈ 107 K , protons in Hydrogen ollide with ea h other so that distan e between some of them redu es to 10−17 m. Weak
intera tion o urs and deuteron is produ ed.
p + p → d + e+ + νe

When deuteron density rea hes a threshold and temperature rea hes 108 K , strong
intera tion o ur between olliding deuterons produ ing helium or tritium and releasing
energy.
d+d →
d+d →

3
∗
2 He + n + 3.27MeV
3 ∗
1 H + p + 4.03MeV

(4)

The ex ited nu lei 32 He∗ ,31 H∗ make transition to ground state by emission of a γ −
photon whi h is an ele tromagneti intera tion.

Le ture:6, The lassi ation of parti les
A large number of mi ros opi parti les are dete ted already in high-energy parti le ollisions and osmi rays. Dierent lassi ation s hemes for these parti les are evolved.
One of them employs the spin quantum number and the ability for strong intera tion
with other parti les.
Parti les with integral spin are alled bosons. Energy distribution in boson systems
follows Bose - Einstein statisti s as they do not obey Pauli's ex lusion prin iple. Parti les with odd half-integral spin are alled fermions. Energy distribution in fermion
systems follows Fermi-Dira statisti s as they obey Pauli's ex lusion prin iple. Some of
the fermions and bosons engage in strong intera tion while others abstain. Examples
of su h parti les are given below.
Strongly intera ting
No strong intera tion
Fermions Baryons( p, n, Λ, Σ, Ξ, Ω...)
Leptons(e, µ, νe , νµ ....)
Bosons Mesons(K, π, η )
Ex hange bosons(γ, W ± , Z 0 )
Fermions thus give mass to the universe while bosons determine how the parti les ombine to form the mass. The latest lassi ation identies only quarks and leptons as
massive stable fermions. Gluons, W ±, Z 0 and photons are the ex hange bosons in this
s heme.
Conservation Laws

Every operation on a physi al system whi h does not hange its hamiltonian H is alled
a symmetry operation. There are three types of symmetries.
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1. Continuous spa e-time symmetries like translation, rotation et .
2. Dis rete spa e-time symmetries like inversion.
3. Internal symmetries like isospin, strangeness, baryon number et .

Continuous spa e-time symmetries
A ording to Noether's theorem, every
ontinuous symmetry transformation of a eld
R
φ → φ+δφ whi h leaves the a tion Ld4 x invariant implies the existen e of a onserved
'4- urrent' j . Here L is the Legrangian density for the system. Conservation implies
X
∂µ j µ (x) ≡ ∂µ j µ (x) = 0
µ

where µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 and summation over repeated index is assumed(Einstein
R 0onvention). TheR ' harge' density orresponding to (j1 , j2 , j3 ) is given by Q(t) = j (x)d3 x
so that if Ldt is invariant, dQ(t)/dt = 0. There are three su h global symmetries.
1. Spa e translation symmetry: ri → ri + δri so that dpi /dt = 0 where pi is the ith
omponent of linear momentum .

2. Time translation symmetry: t → t + δt so that dE/dt = 0 where E is the energy.

3. Rotation symmetry: ri → j Rij rj with RRT = I so that dLi /dt = 0 where Li
is the ith omponent of angular momentum.
P

In quantum me hani s, the time evolution of an observable Â is given by Heisenberg
equation of motion
dÂ
= i~[Ĥ, Â]
dt

If Â is onserved dÂ/dt = 0 or [Ĥ, Â] = 0. The observable ommutes with the hamiltonian.
Problem: Prove the above

onservation laws.

Le ture:7, Conservation of ele tri

harge

Ele tri harge is neither reated nor destroyed ex ept in equal quantities of positive
and negative harges. The total ele tri harge before and after any rea tion must
be equal. All ele tri harges are integral multiple of the basi unit harge |e| =
1.602 × 10−19 Coulomb. The total harge of a system an always be expressed as an
integer - positive, negative or zero. Sin e harge is quantized and onserved, an ele tron
annot de ay spontaneously to a lighter parti le as no negative harge of smaller mass
exists. The symmetry asso iated with onservation of ele tri harge is the invarian e of
~ = ∇×A
~
the Legrangian under the transformation of the ve tor potential A~ given by B
12

Conservation of Baryon and Lepton numbers
The non-o urren e of ertain rea tions even if mass-energy, linear and angular momenta, and ele tri harge are onserved shows the existen e of other onservation laws.
Two su h onserved quantum numbers are baryon and lepton numbers.

Conservation of Baryon numbers: Proton-proton ollisions at dierent ener-

gies have all possible exit hannels. When proton energies suitable for the rea tion
p + p → π + + π + + π o are set up, it is not found to o ur. But a π o meson is produ ed when a proton and antiproton s atter ea h other. When a large set of similar
rea tions involving baryons were analyzed, it is found that a new quantum number
asso iated with baryons is onserved. This quantum number is given the name baryon
number and assigned the following values to be onsistent with observations. For
baryons: p, n, Σ, Λ, Ξ baryon no:=+1, for their antiparti les baryon no:=-1 and for
leptons baryon no:=0. The baryon number of a nu leus is its mass number. Hen e A
denotes both the mass number and the baryon number of a nu leus.
The stability of proton is a onsequen e of the this baryon number onservation law
be ause proton is the lightest baryon and hen e it annot de ay to a baryon of smaller
mass though positron is a lighter positive harge. Another onsequen e is that like
ele tri harge, baryons are reated and destroyed as baryon-antibaryon pairs . The
symmetry responsible for baryon number onservation is not known so that the exa tness of the law is doubtful.

Conservation of Lepton numbers: Leptons like ele trons, muons and neutrinos

are always reated and destroyed in parti le-anti-parti le pairs. For example, a free neutron de ays as n → p+e− + ν¯e while a proton in a nu leus may de ay as p → n+e+ +νe .
This led to the postulate of a quantum number alled lepton number and its onservation as (e− , νe ) are leptons while (e+ , ν̄e ) are antileptons. The observation that a muon
never de ays to an ele tron implies that there is separate lepton number onservation
law for ele tron leptons and muon leptons. Later it is dis overed that the tau meson
de ays satisfying tau lepton number.The symmetry responsible for the dierent lepton
number onservations are not known so that the law may be approximate.
The baryon number and lepton number onservation laws govern the reation and
annihilation of all fermions. But bosons are reated and destroyed without any limit
as no su h law exists for them.

Le ture:8, Conservation of strangeness
In proton-proton ollisions of proper energies, kaons(K + , K 0 , K̄ 0 , K − )and hyperons
(Λ0 , Σ+ , Σ0 , Σ− , Ξ0 , Ξ− , Ω− ) were reated not as single parti les but as pairs. Also it is
found that though kaons are reated by strong intera tion in a time interval of 10−23 s,
they de ay with a time onstant of 10−10 s whi h indi ates weak intera tion.
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Gellmann and Nishjima postulated that there is some ommon property to these
parti les. They alled this property and its quantum number by the term strangeness
represented as S . S an take only integer values 0, ±1, ±2, ±3, .... S is onserved
in strong and ele tromagneti intera tions. If S is the strangeness of a parti le, its
antiparti le has strangeness −S . It is not onserved in weak intera tions. S is zero for
non-strange parti les like nu leons, and mesons. They arbitrarily set the strangeness
of Λo as -1. Assuming onservation in strong intera tions, the following rea tion gives
strangeness of K 0 as +1.
p + π − → Λ0 + K 0

S(K 0 ) = S(p) + S(π) − S(Λ0 ) = 0 + 0 − (−1) = +1

Similar rea tions gives the strangeness with in reasing mass as follows.
Parti le
K + K 0 K̄ 0 K − Λ0 Σ+ Σ0 Σ− Ξ0 Ξ− Ω−
Strangeness +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -2 -2 -3
Strange parti les de ay by weak intera tion.
Ξ0 → Λ 0 + π 0

δS = S(Λ0 ) + S(π 0 ) − S(Ξ0 ) = −1 + 0 − (−2) = +1
Λ0 → p + π −

δS = S(p) + S(π 0 ) − S(Λ0 ) = 0 + 0 − (−1) = +1

Every hadron possesses three properties. An ele tri harge Q, a baryon number (or
harge)A, and a strangeness S . The quantum numbers asso iated with them are whole
numbers ±n, where n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, ... .For anti-parti le, these quantum numbers are
opposite in sign to those of the parti le. If (Q, A, S) represents a parti le, its antiparti le
will be (−Q, −A, −S).

Isospin
It is found that the strong intera tion is independent of ele tri harge. That is the
pairs proton-proton, proton-neutron, neutron-neutron have the same strong for e.
Two additional quantum numbers ould be dened to explain this. The rst of
this pair alled isospin I is onserved only in strong intera tions, while the se ond
alled third omponent of isospin I3 is onserved both in strong and ele tromagneti
intera tions. Isospin is an internal symmetry whose symmetry group is SU(2). Isospin
multiplets have nearly the same mass, su h as the proton and neutron. This doublet of
parti les is said to have isospin 1/2, with proje tion ( z- omponent ) +1/2 for the proton
and -1/2 for the neutron. The three pions (π ± , π 0 ) ompose a triplet, suggesting isospin
1. The z- omponents are +1 for the positive, 0 and -1 for the neutral and negative
pions. Conversely, if there are n parti les in a multiplet, the isospin of ea h of the
parti les in this multiplet is I = (n − 1)/2. There is a relation between ele tri harge
and isospin given by




q = e Iz +

S+A
2
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= e Iz +

Y
2

where Y = S + A is alled the hyper harge.

Conservation of Parity
The ree tion at the origin of oordinate system (~r → −~r) is alled parity operation.
Let P̂ represents parity operator. Then P̂ ~r = −~r. If the wave fun tion of a system
P̂ ψ(~r) = ψ(−~r) = ψ(~r) the parity of the system is positive or even. If P̂ ψ(~r) =
ψ(−~r) = −ψ(~r) the parity is negative or odd. If parity remains the same after an
operator a ts on a wave fun tion, parity is said to be onserved in that operation. For
example, let P̂ |ψ(~r)i = − |ψ(~r)i and Â |ψ(~r)i = |φ(~r)i, parity is onserved if
P̂ |φ(~r)i = − |φ(~r)i

Parity is onserved in strong and ele tromagneti intera tions but need not be onserved in weak intera tions.

Le ture:9, Charge Conjugation
This symmetry operation is asso iated with the inter hange of parti les and antipartiles. In the ase of an ele tron, harge onjugation Ĉ performs reversal of sign of ele tri
harge and the ele tromagneti eld. Hen e invarian e under harge onjugation demands the invarian e of the legrangian density L, the ele tromagneti four- urrent jµ
and potential Aµ ..
ĈLĈ −1 = L, Ĉjµ Ĉ −1 = −jµ , ĈAµ Ĉ −1 = −Aµ

If |xi represents a parti le state, then its antiparti le is given by |x̄i = Ĉ |xi. If |xi
is an ele tri ally neutral state like K 0 , n, Λ (non-hermitian elds), even then K̄ 0 , n̄, Λ̄
are dierent be ause strangeness, baryon number et hanges under Ĉ . The harge
onjugation operator hanges the sign of all the additive quantum numbers Q, B, L, I3 ,
but it does not hange mass, energy, momentum or spin. Not all parti les states are
eigenstates of Ĉ . For example, a proton is not the same as an antiproton. Ĉ |pi =
|−pi =
6 ± |pi as antiproton has dierent quantum numbers. But harges are eigenststes
of harge operator Q̂.
Q̂ |qi = q |qi , Q̂ |−qi = q |−qi

Time Reversal
Time reversal T̂ refers to the dis rete transformation t → t′ = −t, ~r → ~r′ = ~r. In
lassi al me hani s and ele trodynami s, the basi equations are invariant under T̂
sin e Newton's law of motion and Maxwell's equations are se ond-order dierential
equations in t. they are unae ted by the repla ement t → −t. Similarly, the quantum
eld ψ(~r, t) transforms to ψ(~r, −t). This leads only to a hange of dire tion of onjugate
~ → −L
~ . Time reversal annot be implemented using a linear
momentum.. p~ → −~p, L
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unitary operator. The hoi e is to retain the unitarity of T̂ , but have T̂ a t on numbers as well as operators in the following way.
T̂ † = T̂ −1 , T̂ (c − number) = (c − number)∗ T̂

where * represents omplex onjugation. Sin e omplex onjugation is non-linear, T̂
is antilinear or antiunitary. Hen e T̂ = Û K̂ , operator produ t of unitary and omplex
onjugation operators. The legrangian density for the eld transform in su h a way
that the ommutation relations are invariant.
In the ase of ele tromagneti

T̂ L(~r, t)T̂ −1 = L(~r, −t)

urrents jµ ,

T̂ jµ (~r, t)T̂ −1 = jµ (~r, −t)

The urrents are reversed while harges (j0 is independent of time) are un hanged. T̂
is a symmetry operator in this ase

Table of symmetries
Physi al quantity

Whether onserved in
Strong EM
Weak
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
No
yes
yes
no
yes
No
No
yes
yes
No
yes
yes
No
yes
yes
No
yes
yes
yes

Ele tri harge
Baryon number
Ele tron lepton number
Muon lepton number
Taon lepton number
Colour
Strangeness
Flavour
Isospin(I)
Third omponent of isospin(T3 )
Parity(P)
Charge onjugation(C)
CPT
Le ture:10, PCT-theorem

PCT-theorem or Luders-Pauli theorem states that all intera tions in nature, all the
for e laws, are invariant on being subje ted to the ombined a tion of ree tion of
the oordinate system through the origin alled parity (P), parti le-antiparti le interhange alled harge onjugation(C), and reversal of time(T). The operations may be
performed in any order. If H is the hamiltonian, [H, P CT ] = 0. PCT theorem leads
to the following on lusions.
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1. A parti le and the orresponding antiparti le have equal masses and equal lifetimes.
2. The ele tri harges of a parti le and the orresponding antiparti le dier only
in sign, as do the magneti moments.
3. The intera tion of a parti le and of the antiparti le with a gravitational eld is
identi al.
4. In ases where the intera tion of parti les in the nal state is negligible, the
energy spe tra and angular distributions of the de ay produ ts are the same for
parti les and anti-parti les, and the proje tions of the spins are of opposite sign.
As a test of PCT-theorem the following ratio's were determined experimentally.
M(K 0 ) − M(K̄ 0 )
< 10−19
0
0
M(K ) + M(K̄ )
M(e+ ) − M(e− )
< 4 × 10−8
M(e+ ) + M(e− )
Q(p) − Q(p̄)
< 2 × 10−5
|e|
τ (µ+ ) − τ (µ− )
< 10−4
+
−
τ (µ ) + τ (µ

where M, Q and τ refers to mass, ele tri harge and mean life.

Le ture:11, The SU(3) symmetry
The harge independen e of strong intera tions led to the on ept of isospin symmetry.
It refers to the invarian e under rotation in isospin spa e. The group of transformations,
whi h generate these rotations, is the SU(2) group. In the ase of nu leons, this is the
fundamental 2-D representation of SU(2) dened by the proton and neutron. A nu leon
state is a mixture of proton and neutron states. If g is an element of SU(2) , then
   ∗
p
p
=
g
n∗
n

Similarly pions ( π + , π 0 , π − ) denes a 3-D isospin spa e and the four ∆-parti les a
4-D spa e. The parti les orrespond to the 3-D and 4-D representations of the SU(2)
group.
When the onservation of strangeness is observed in strong intera tions, it be ame
lear that the symmetry group governing it is larger than SU(2). The natural hoi e
is the SU(3) group This group generates many irredu ible representations designated
by two parameters (p, q). The possible dimensions are d = (1 + p)(1 + q)(2 + p + q)/2
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Figure 1: Zero-spin Meson O te t
where p, q = 0, 1, 2, 3... Therefore, the dimensions are (0, 0) = 1, (1, 0) = 3, (0, 1) =
3̄, (1, 1) = 8, (2, 0) = 6, (3, 0) = 10, (2, 2) = 27... ea h of whi h is a well-dened
quantum number pattern. The assignment of hadron multiplets to the 8-D and 10-D
representations of SU(3) was su essful and predi ted many new parti les. But the
absen e of parti les in the fundamental 3-D representation of SU(3)namely (1, 0) = 3
and (0, 1) = 3̄ remained unexplained.

The Eight Fold Way
By 1960, hundreds of hadrons were dete ted and their properties studied. It was
found that the heavier the hadron, the smaller its mean life. Attempts were made
by Gellmann and Yuval Nee'man to nd some symmetry s heme to lassify them.
The s heme they reated is alled the 'Eight-fold Way lassi ation'. If we take three
avours of quarks, then the quarks lie in the fundamental representation, 3 ( alled the
triplet) of avour SU(3). The anti-quarks lie in the omplex onjugate representation
3̄. The nine states (nonet) made out of a pair an be de omposed into the trivial
representation, 1 ( alled the singlet), and the adjoint representation, 8 ( alled the
o tet). The notation for this de omposition is 3 ⊗ 3 = 8 ⊕ 1. The spin-1/2 baryons
and the spin-0 mesons were arranged along the orners and enter of a regular hexagon
in the Iz − S plane. It was found that if harge is the same for parti les falling along
some line, it is so for lines parallel to it too. The su ess of this s heme in ludes the
following predi tions, whi h were later onrmed.
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Figure 2: Half-spin Baryon O tet

Figure 3: 3/2-spin Baryon-de uplet
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Figure 4: De ay of Ω−
• Mesons with mass 570MeV exist,
• Ξ baryons would have spin 1/2
• Nu leon resonan es with positive strangeness ould not exist.
• A new doublet of Ξ∗ resonan es with strangeness s=2 and a singlet Ω− with s=

-3 must exist.

Le ture:12, Dis overy of Omega minus parti le
Analysing 100 trillion proton-antiproton ollisions produ ed at Fermilab, 18 in idents
were found in whi h the emerging parti les revealed the formation of the Ω−b parti le.
The Ω−b disintegrates into two intermediate parti les alled J/Ψ and Ω− . The J/Ψ
then promptly de ays into a pair of muons. The Ω− baryon de ays into the unstable
parti le Λ baryon along with a long-lived parti le alled kaon (K). The Λ baryon,
whi h has no ele tri harge, also an travel several entimeters prior to de aying into
a proton and a pion. Theorists predi ted the mass of the Ω−b baryon to be in the range
of 5.9to6.1GeV /c2 . The measured mass is 6.165 ± 0.016GeV /c2. The parti le has the
same ele tri harge as an ele tron and has spin J=1/2.

Quarks
In 1964 Gellmann and Zweig pointed out that the representations of SU(3) may be
hosen by assuming them to be generated by just two ombinations of the fundamental
3-D representation. He made the following assumptions.
1. The parti les belonging to this representation are named up(u), down(d) and
strange(s) quarks.
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2. All quarks have their antiquarks also.
3. They are point-like.
4. They ould be des ribed by Dira Equation.
5. They are half- spin fermions.
6. They arry fra tional harge.
7. A quark antiquark pair forms a meson while baryons ontain three quarks. No
other ombination is possible.
8. The dierent energy states of quarks are widely separated in mass so that ombinations of dierent states are dierent parti les.
9. q ⊗ q̄ = 3 ⊗ 3 = 1 ⊕ 8. A singlet and an o te t states are thus possible for mesons.
For baryons q ⊗ q ⊗ q = 3 ⊗ 3 ⊗ 3 = 1 ⊕ 8 ⊕ 8 ⊕ 10. Hen e singlet, o te t and
de uplet states are possible.
10. Only parti les whose properties do mat h any one of the above two ombinations
ould exist. eg. Baryons with s=0,q=-2 and mesons with q=+2 and s=-3 must
not exist.
This quark model fa ed two main di ulties. As quarks have the smallest ele tri
harge, they must be stable for harge onservation. But quarks are not dete ted experimentally. Quarks are fermions and must obey Pauli's ex lusion prin iple. The
simultaneous presen e of identi al quarks in baryons violates ex lusion prin iple. The
former problem is ta kled with the idea of quark onnement. The latter is over ome
by dening a new quantum number alled ' olour'.

Properties of quarks:
quark Isospin(I)

I3

Strangeness(S) Baryon no:(A) Ele tri

harge(Q)

u

1
2

+ 21

0

1
3

2
3

d

1
2

− 21

0

1
3

- 13

s

0

0

-1

1
3

− 31

ū

1
2

− 21

0

− 31

- 23

d¯

1
2

+ 21

0

− 31

+ 13

s̄

0

0

+1

− 13

+ 13
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Le ture:13, Quark Stru ture of baryons and mesons
Baryons and mesons are olourless. A quark and antiquark of one olour and its antiolour form a meson. Three quarks of dierent olours form a baryon. From the three
types of quarks- up,down and strange- and their antiquarks, one an form 8 mesons as
follows.
Combination
I3
Y=A+S Q = I3 + Y /2 Parti le
ud̄

+1

0

+1

π+

us̄

1/2

+1

+1

K+

dū

-1

0

-1

π−

ds̄

-1/2

+1

0

K0

sū

-1/2

-1

0

K−

sd¯

1/2

-1

0

K̄ 0

√
¯
(uū − dd)/
2!

0

0

0

π0

0

0

0

η0

√
(uū + dd¯ − 2ss̄)/ 3!

Quark Connement
The failure to dete t free quarks led to the idea of Quark Connement. The deep
inelasti s attering of a proton by proton, ele tron, neutrino et . has shown that most
of them passed through the s atterer without deviation while a few deviated sharply
and still fewer boun ed ba k. This shows that proton has stru ture and pattern of
deviation shows three point harges within it. This is indire t eviden e of the existen e
of quarks. The inter-quark for es are zero within the proton. If an in ident parti le
has enough energy to release a quark from a proton, its energy will be onverted into
a quark-antiquark pair. This quark will repla e the lost quark of the proton and the
antiquark will ombine with the extra ted quark to form a meson. So any s attering
will not produ e a free quark.
The for e between quarks is attra tive and is expe ted to in rease with separation.
F = ∞ as r → ∞. So a perfe tly free quark is not a reality.

Charm quark
In November 1974, C.C.Ting and B.Rit her dis overed a new meson alled ' ψ ' with 3
times the proton mass and a mean life of 10−20 s. As no set of q q̄ an have su h masses,
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a fourth quark alled ' harm' was predi ted with its properties. ψ = cc̄. Charmed
mesons ( D0 , D+) and baryons(Λ+ , Σ++ ) were dis overed by 1976.
The dis overy of τ -lepton and the τ -neutrino led to a sear h for new quarks whi h
resulted in the dis overy of bottom quark (beauty) and top (truth) quark. These quarks
are heavier than u, d, s and c-quarks.
The present pi ture of elementary parti le physi s is this
6 spin-half leptons : e, νe , µ, νµ , τ, ντ and 6 anti-leptons
6 spin-half Quarks : u, d, s, c, b, t and 6 anti-quarks
12 spin-one Ex hange bosons: Photon(1), gluon(8), W ± (2) and Z 0 -parti le(1)

Experimental eviden es for quark model
The existan e of an internal in the proton was provided by the following experiments.
1. The s attering of 20 GeV ele trons by stationary proton targets, it was able to
penetrate into the volume of proton and probe its inner stru ture. It was found
that most of the ele trons that passed through the target underwent only small
deviations from their original path. But the number of large-angle deviations was
signi ant. This indi ates that the harge and mass are not uniformly distributed
within the proton, but there are point-like entres. They may be identied as
quarks.
2. Consider a 40GeV − νµ intera tion with a proton. A large number of parti les
in luding hadrons may be produ ed in a single rea tion. It is found that a
number of hadrons were emitted in a narrow beam at a large angle with the
in ident dire tion. It may be interpreted as a ollision between the neutrino and
a quark inside the proton. As a result new quarks and anti-quarks are reated
whi h onstitute the observed beam of hadrons, all moving in nearly the same
dire tion.
3. In ollisions between two beams of protons at a total energy of up to 63GeV ,
part of the energy is onverted into a number of parti les. A few of them are
eje ted in dire tions perpendi ular to the beam dire tion. Su h beams indi ate
the presen e of harge- entres inside the proton. The jet is the result of a head-on
ollision between a quarks in the protons.
4. The study of very high-energy e− − e+ annihilation events, the observed produ ts
are a number of hadrons, on entrated in two narrow jets moving in opposite
dire tions. It was on luded that the initial produ ts of the annihilation are a
quark and antiquark pair. As they move apart, they form a set of new quarkantiquark pairs. They ombine to form the two hadron beams. They move in
opposite dire tions to onserve the momentum.
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olor for e
gluons
asymptoti
freedom

5. When protons were bombarded with 10 GeV pions, pairs of muons, µ+, µ− were
found. It turned out that when the bombarding pions were negative, four times
as many muon pairs were formed than when the pions were positive. It was also
found that in proton-proton ollisions at the same energies, the produ tion of
muon pairs was a mu h rarer event. The muons are produ ed by annihilation of a
quark in the proton and an anti-quark in the pion. Sin e protons ontain no antiquarks, su h annihilations annot o ur in proton-proton ollisions. Therefore
formation of muon pairs in p − p pro ess is very rare.

Le ture:14, Coloured Quarks
Quarks are fermions and must obey Pauli's ex lusion prin iple. The simultaneous presen e of identi al quarks in baryons violates this prin iple. To over ome this di ulty
O.W.Greenberg suggested that in addition to the three avours-up,down and strangethe quarks are hara terized by a new property whi h he alled ' olour'. Ea havour
omes in three olours red, green and blue. If 'redness' of a quark is +1, that of its
antiquark is -1. The ombination of a quark and antiquark of the same olour will have
no olour. The three olours in equal ratio is white and hen e olourless. In baryons,
the three quarks have dierent olour. Pauli's ex lusion prin iple is not violated and
baryons be ome olourless. Mesons are made up of a quark and an antiquark of the
same olor so that it is olorless. It is now stated as a prin iple. All naturally o urring
stable parti les are olourless. This explains the absen e of stable parti les having even
number of quarks or antiquarks.
Color For e

The for e between quarks is alled the olor for e. Sin e quarks make up the baryons,
and the strong intera tion takes pla e between baryons, the olor for e is the sour e
of the strong intera tion, or that the strong intera tion is a residual olor for e whi h
extends beyond the proton or neutron to bind them together in a nu leus.
Inside a baryon the olor for e show unusual properties whi h are not seen in
the strong intera tion between nu leons. The olor for e does not de rease with
distan e and is responsible for the onnement of quarks. The olor for e involves
the ex hange of gluons and is so strong that the quark-antiquark pair produ tion
energy is rea hed before quarks an be separated. Gluons arry a olor and anti olor so that inter-quark intera tions are invariant under olor inter hange. The
gluons intera t among themselves due to their olored state. Out of the nine possible ombinations of olor and anti olor, only 8 gluons are distin t. The members of
b̄) (rr̄+bb̄−2gḡ)
√
√
. Another property of the
,
this o tet are:(rb̄), (rḡ), (br̄), (bḡ), (g b̄), (gr̄), (rr̄−b
2
6
olor for e is that it exerts little for e at short distan es. The quarks are free parti les
within the boundary of the nu leon. This behavior of the gluon intera tion between
quarks is alled the asymptoti freedom . They experien e the strong onning for e
when inter-quark distan e exeeds nu leon diameter.
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Higgs bos

Quantum hromodynami s (QCD)
The for e between oloured parti les like quarks and gluons is alled hromodynami
for e. The theory of olour intera tions is alled quantum hromodynami s (QCD).
The theory assumes that the hromodynami for e is transmitted by eight massless and
hargeless spin- 1 and oloured parti les alled gluons. Ea h gluon arries a olour and
an anti- olour and gluons exert hromodynami for es on ea h other.The olour of the
quark may hange during emission or absorption of a gluon. When a red d-quark emits
a gluon arrying the red and anti-green, it be omes a green d-quark. A green u- quark
absorbing this gluon will be ome a red u-quark. There are six olour- hanging gluons:
b̄) (rr̄+bb̄−2gḡ)
√
√
,
(r b̄), (rḡ), (br̄), (bḡ), (g b̄), (gr̄) and two olour-preserving gluons: (rr̄−b
. The
2
6
transmission of the hromodynami for e by gluon-ex hange auses the quarks in a
hadron to hange olours ontinuously. Sin e hadrons are olourless, this hange of
olours annot be dete ted. Like an a elerated ele tri harge emitting photons, an
a elerated quark is expe ted to emit gluons.

Le ture:15, Standard Model
The Standard Model of parti le physi s des ribes the strong, ele tromagneti and weak
for es, as well as the fundamental parti les that make up matter. It is a quantum eld
theory onsistent with both quantum me hani s and spe ial relativity. It assumes that
all intera tions are identi al at a distan e of 10−19 m. The apparent dieren e is just a
'long-dista e' ee t. To date, almost all experimental tests of the for es des ribed by
the Standard Model have agreed with its predi tions. It is not a omplete theory of
fundamental intera tions, be ause it does not des ribe gravity.
The Standard Model ontains both spin-1/2 fermions and bosons of spin 1 and 2 as
fundamental parti les. Fermions are parti les of matter while bosons transmit for es.
The theory of the ele troweak intera tion is ombined with the theory of quantum
hromodynami s. These theories are gauge eld theories, meaning that they des ribe
the for es between fermions by oupling them to bosons, whi h mediate the for es. The
Lagrangean of these bosons is invariant under gauge transformation, so these mediating
bosons are referred to as gauge bosons. The bosons in the Standard Model are:
• Photons, whi h mediate the ele tromagneti intera tion.
• The set of 3 bosons (W + , W − , Z 0 ) mediate the weak nu lear for e
• Eight spe ies of gluons mediate the strong nu lear for e. Six of these gluons are

labeled as pairs of " olors" and "anti- olors" (for example, a gluon an arry
"red" and "anti-green".) The other two spe ies are a more ompli ated mix of
olors and anti- olors.

• The Higgs boson, whi h indu e spontaneous symmetry breaking of the gauge

groups and is responsible for the existen e of inertial mass.
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It turns out that the gauge transformations of gauge bosons an be exa tly des ribed
using a unitary group alled a "gauge group". The gauge group of the strong intera tion
is SU(3), and the gauge group of the ele troweak intera tion is SU(2)×U(1). Therefore,
the Standard Model is often referred to as SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1). The Higgs boson is the
only boson in the theory, whi h is not a gauge boson; it has a spe ial status in the theory,
and has been the subje t of some ontroversy. It is dis overed in May,201 in the Large
Hadron Collider during high-energy p − p s attering. Most of the results of standard
model are veried experimentally. The ulmination of its agreement with experiment
o ured re ently when the gyromagneti ratio of ele tron is measured. The theoreti al
value is geT h = 2.00231930431 while the experimental value is geExp = 2.00231930437.

Limitations of standard model:
1. The gravitational intera tion is not in luded in this model.
2. Neutrinos are assumed massless. But there is experimental eviden e for their
very small but non-zero mass.
3. There are about 17 parameters in the model whose values are assigned arbitrarily.
The sour e of most of these values are still unknown.
4. The o urren e of 6 fundamental leptons and exa tly the same number of quarks
as the basi building blo ks is not explained.
5. The existen e of dark matter and the matter-antimatter asymmetry in mass is
not a ounted for.
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Tutorial Problems: 6hours

1. Are the following parti le intera tions allowed by the onservation rules? If so,
state whi h for e is involved. (i)µ → e + νµ + νe , (ii)Λ → π + + π − , (iii)νe + n →
p + e− , (iv)π 0 → τ + + τ − , (v)e+ + e− → µ+ + µ−

2. Indi ate, with an explanation, whether the following intera tions pro eed through
the strong, ele tromagneti or weak intera tions, or whether they do not o ur.
(i)π − → µ− +νµ , (ii)τ − → µ− +ντ , (iii)Σ0 → Λ+γ, (iv)p → n+e++νe , (v)π − +
p → π0 + Σ0 , (vi)π − + p → K0 + Σ0 , (vii)e+ + e− → µ+ + µ− (viii)Ξ− →
Σ− +π 0 , (ix)τ − → e− +νe +ντ , (x)τ + → µ+ +γ(xi)µ+ +µ− → τ + +τ − , (xii)p →
e+ + π 0 , (xiii)π 0 → γ + γ, (xiv)π − + p → K + + Σ− (xv)π − + p → K − + Σ+

3. Consider the de ay of K 0 meson of momentum P0 into π+ and π − of momenta
p+ and p− in opposite dire tions su h that p+ = 2p− . Determine p0 . [M(K0 ) =
498MeV /c2 ; M(π ± = 140MeV /c2 ℄
4. The baryon Ω− has a mass 1, 672MeV /c2 and strangeness s = −3. Whi h of the
following de ay modes are possible? (a)Ω− → Ξ− +π 0 [m(Ξ− ) = 1, 321MeV /c2, S(Ξ− ) =
−2, m(π 0 ) = 135MeV /c2 ], (b)Ω− → Σ0 + π − [m(Σ0 ) = 1, 192MeV /c2 , S(Σ0 ) =
−1, m(π − ) = 139MeV /c2 ], (c)Ω− → Λ0 +K − (mΛ = 1, 115MeV /c2 , SΛ = −1, mK − =
494MeV /c2 , SK − = −1, (d)Ω− → n + K − + K 0 (mK 0 = 498MeV /c2 , SK 0 = −1)

5. Indi ate how the following quantities will transform under the P (spa e inversion)
and T (time reversal) operation: (a)Position oordinate (b)Momentum ve tor
~ = −∇φ
( )Spin or angular momentum ve tor ~σ = ~r × p~ (d)Ele tri eld E
~ = ~i × ~r
(e)Magneti eld B
6. The deuteron is a bound state of neutron and proton and has spin 1 and positive
parity. Prove that it an exist only in the 1S and 1D states.
7. The ∆0 and Λ0 both de ay to proton and π − meson. Explain why the ∆0 meson
lifetime is ≈ 10−23s while that of Λ0 is 2.6 × 10−10 s.

8. Conventionally nu leon is given positive parity. What does one say about deuteron's
parity and the intrinsi parities of u and d-quarks?
Answer: Deuteron onsists of proton and neutron. Parity P satises the relation
P (|deuteroni) = P (|ni)P (|pi). Nu leon has positive parity. So P (|deuteroni) =
(+1)(+1) = +1, positive parity. Nu leons onsists of three quarks: n = udd, p =
uud. The intrinsi parity of up quark must be positive so that P (|ni) = P (|ui)P (|di)P (|di) =
+1 even if P (|di) is negative. Similarly, the intrinsi parity of down quark must
be positive so that P (|pi) = P (|ui)P (|ui)P (|di) = +1.
9. Show that only states for whi h all the additive quantum numbers are zeros an
be eigenstates of harge onjugation operator.
Answer: Let an operator Ĉ hanges a parti le into its antiparti le. It is a
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unitary operator. Ĉ |qi = |−qi. In general |−qi =
6 − |qi be ause q is a fun tion
of additive quantum numbers omponent of isospin I3 , strangeness S and baryon
number A. If Q̂ is harge operator Q̂ |qi = q |qi so that |qi is an eigenstate of Q̂.
Ĉ Q̂ |qi = Ĉq |qi = q |−qi
Q̂Ĉ |qi = Q̂ |−qi = −q |−qi
[Ĉ Q̂ + Q̂Ĉ] |qi = 0

That is, the anti ommutator [Ĉ, Q̂]+ vanishes. Ĉ and Q̂ do not ommute. They
annot have simultaneous eigenstates. Hen e |qi is not an eigenstate of Ĉ . |qi ≡
|I3 , S, Ai will be an eigenstate of Ĉ if |I3 , S, Ai = |−I3 , −S, −Ai ≡ |−qi whi h
implies I3 = S = A = L = 0. Only states with Q = 0, B = 0, S = 0, 13 = 0 an
be eigenstates of Ĉ
10. Write down the isospin operators and eigenstates for the nu leon doublet. Use
them to show how a proton an be transformed into a neutron and vi e versa.
Answer:Like spin angular momentum, the symmetry group of isospin is SU(2).
The fundamental representation of SU(2) is two-dimensional. The generators of
this group are the tra eless hermitian Pauli matri
 es. If I represents
 isospin
 with
omponents I1 , I2 , I3 ), its form will be I1 =

1
2

0 1
, I2 =
1 0

1
2

0 −i
, I3 =
i 0


1 0
. The two orthogonal eigenve tors in this spa e may be hosen as
0 −1
 
 
1
0
= |pi and
= |ni. Hen e eigenvalues of I3 are
0
1
 

 
1 1 0
1 1
1
=
0
2 0 −1
2 0
 

 
1 1 0
1 0
0
=−
1
2 0 −1
2 1
1
2



A proton
state
 hanged to a neutron state by applying a transformation.
  an be

0
. That is a = 0, c = 1, b and d may be any number. Let
1

   
0 1
1
0
b = 1, d = 0. Then
=
, I1 |pi = |ni.
1 0
0
1
If b = 0, d = 0
    



1
0
1
0 −i
0 1
=
−i
1
0
i 0
1 0
2

Let

a b
c d

1
0

=

(I1 − iI2 ) |pi = |ni , I− |pi = |ni
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Glossary of terms used in high energy physi s

1. annihilation:- A pro ess in whi h a parti le meets its orresponding antiparti le
and both disappear The energy appears in some other form, perhaps as a dierent
parti le and its antiparti le (and their energy), perhaps as many mesons, perhaps
as a single neutral boson su h as a Z boson. The produ ed parti les may be any
ombination allowed by onservation of energy and momentum and of all the
harge types and other rules.
2. antimatter:- Material made from antifermions. We dene the fermions that are
ommon in our universe as matter and their antiparti les as antimatter. In the
parti le theory there is no a priori distin tion between matter and antimatter.
The asymmetry of the universe between these two lasses of parti les is a deep
puzzle for whi h we are not yet ompletely sure of an explanation .
3. antiparti le:- For every fermion type there is another fermion type that has exa tly the same mass but the opposite value of all other harges (quantum numbers). This is alled the antiparti le. For example, the antiparti le of an ele tron
is a parti le of positive ele tri harge alled the positron. Bosons also have antiparti les, ex ept for those that have zero value for all harges, for example, a
photon or a omposite boson made from a quark and its orresponding antiquark.
In this ase there is no distin tion between the parti le and the antiparti le, they
are the same obje t .
4. antiquark:- The antiparti le of a quark. An antiquark is denoted by putting a
bar over the orresponding quark .
5. baryon:- A hadron made from three quarks. The proton (uud) and the neutron
(udd) are both baryons. They may also ontain additional quark-antiquark pairs
.
6. baryon-antibaryon asymmetry:- The observation that the universe ontains many
baryons but few antibaryons; a fa t that needs explanation .
7. boson:- A parti le that has integer intrinsi angular momentum (spin) measured
in units of ~ (spin = 0, 1, 2,...). All parti les are either fermions or bosons. The
parti les asso iated with all the fundamental intera tions are bosons. Composite
parti les with even numbers of fermion onstituents (quarks) are also bosons .
8. bottom quark (b):- The fth avor of quark (in order of in reasing mass), with
ele tri harge -1/3 .
9. harge:- A quantum number arried by a parti le. Determines whether the parti le an parti ipate in an intera tion pro ess. A parti le with ele tri harge has
ele tri al intera tions; one with strong harge has strong intera tions, et .
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10. harm quark ( ):- The fourth avor of quark (in order of in reasing mass), with
ele tri harge +2/3 .
11. olor harge:- The quantum number that determines parti ipation in strong intera tions, quarks and gluons arry non-zero olor harges .
12. olor neutral:- An obje t with no net olor harge. For omposites made of olor
harged parti les the rules of neutralization are omplex. Three quarks (baryon)
or a quark plus an antiquark (meson) an both form olor-neutral ombinations
.
13. onnement:- The property of the strong intera tions that quarks or gluons are
never found separately but only inside olor-neutral omposite obje ts .
14. onservation:- When a quantity (e.g.- ele tri harge, energy or momentum) is
onserved, it is the same after a rea tion between parti les as it was before .
15. de ay:- A pro ess in whi h a parti le disappears and in its pla e two or more
dierent parti les appear. The sum of the masses of the produ ed parti les is
always less than the mass of the original parti le .
16. down quark (d):- The se ond avor of quark (in order of in reasing mass), with
ele tri harge -1/3 .
17. ele tri harge:- The quantum number that determines parti ipation in ele tromagneti intera tions .
18. ele tromagneti intera tion:- The intera tion due to ele tri harge; this in ludes
magneti ee ts whi h have to do with moving ele tri harges .
19. ele troweak intera tion:- In the Standard Model, ele tromagneti and weak intera tions are unied. Physi ists use the term ele troweak to en ompass both of
them .
20. fermion:- Any parti le that has odd-half-integer (1/2, 3/2, ...) intrinsi angular
momentum (spin), measured in units of ~ . As a onsequen e of this pe uliar
angular momentum, fermions obey a rule alled the Pauli Ex lusion Prin iple,
whi h states that no two fermions an exist in the same state at the same pla e
and time. Many of the properties of ordinary matter arise be ause of this rule.
Ele trons, protons and neutrons are all fermions, as are all the fundamental
matter parti les, both quarks and leptons .
21. xed-target experiment:- An experiment in whi h the beam of parti les from an
a elerator is dire ted at a stationary (or nearly stationary) target. The target
may be a solid, a tank ontaining liquid or gas, or a gas jet .
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22. avor:- The name used for the dierent quark types (up, down, strange, harm,
bottom, top) and for the dierent lepton types (ele tron, muon, tau). For ea h
harged lepton avor there is a orresponding neutrino avor. In other words,
avor is the quantum number that distinguishes the dierent quark/lepton types.
Ea h avor of quark and harged lepton has a dierent mass. For neutrinos we
do not yet know if they have a mass or what the masses are .
23. fundamental intera tion:- In the Standard Model the fundamental intera tions
are the strong, ele tromagneti , weak and gravitational intera tions. There is
at least one more fundamental intera tion in the theory that is responsible for
fundamental parti le masses. Five intera tion types are all that are needed to
explain all observed physi al phenomena .
24. fundamental parti le:- A parti le with no internal substru ture. In the Standard Model the quarks, leptons, photons, gluons, W ± bosons, and Z bosons are
fundamental. All other obje ts are made from these .
25. generation:- A set of one of ea h harge type of quark and lepton, grouped by
mass. The rst generation ontains the up and down quarks, the ele tron and
the ele tron neutrino .
26. gluon (g):- The arrier parti le of quark-quark intera tions .
27. grand unied theory:- Any of a lass of theories whi h ontain the Standard Model
but go beyond it to predi t further types of intera tions mediated by parti les
with masses of order 1015GeV /c2. At energies large ompared to this mass, the
strong, ele tromagneti and weak intera tions are seen as dierent aspe ts of one
unied intera tion.
28. gravitational intera tion:- The intera tion of parti les due to their mass-energy.
29. graviton:- The arrier parti le of the gravitational intera tions; not yet dire tly
observed.
30. hadron:- A parti le made of strongly-intera ting onstituents (quarks and/or gluons). These in lude the mesons and baryons. Su h parti les parti ipate in residual strong intera tions.
31. Higgs boson:- The arrier parti le or quantum ex itation of the additional for e
needed to introdu e parti le masses in the Standard Model. Not yet observed.
32. intera tion:- It refers to ex hange of momentum and energy between two systems.Also it is any pro ess in whi h a parti le de ays or it responds to a for e
due to the presen e of another parti le as in a ollision.
33. kaon (K):- A meson ontaining a strange quark and an anti-up (or an anti-down)
quark, or an anti-strange quark and an up (or down) quark.
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34. lepton:- A fundamental fermion that does not parti ipate in strong intera tions.
The ele tri ally- harged leptons are the ele tron (e), the muon (), the tau (), and
their antiparti les. Ele tri ally-neutral leptons are alled neutrinos ().
35. LHC:- The Large Hadron Collider at the CERN laboratory in Geneva, Switzerland. LHC will ollide protons into protons at a enter-of-mass energy of about
14 TeV. When ompleted in the year 2005, it will be the most powerful parti le
a elerator in the world. It is hoped that it will unlo k many of the remaining
se rets of parti le physi s.
36. lina :- An abbreviation for linear a elerator, that is an a elerator that has no
bends in it.
37. luminosity:- The number of parti les per square- entimeter per se ond generated
in the beams of high energy parti le experiments. The higher the luminosity, the
greater the number of events produ ed for study.
38. meson:- A hadron made from an even number of quark onstituents. The basi
stru ture of most mesons is one quark and one antiquark.
39. muon ():- The se ond avor of harged lepton (in order of in reasing mass), with
ele tri harge -1.
40. muon hamber:- The outer layers of a parti le dete tor apable of registering
tra ks of harged parti les. Ex ept for the hargeless neutrinos, only muons
rea h this layer from the ollision point.
41. neutrino :- A lepton with no ele tri harge. Neutrinos parti ipate only in weak
and gravitational intera tions and therefore are very di ult to dete t. There
are three known types of neutrino all of whi h are very light and ould possibly
even have zero mass.
42. neutron :- A baryon with ele tri harge zero; it is a fermion with a basi stru ture
of two down quarks and one up quark (held together by gluons). The neutral
omponent of an atomi nu leus is made from neutrons. Dierent isotopes of the
same element are distinguished by having dierent numbers of neutrons in their
nu leus.
43. nu leon:- A proton or a neutron; that is, one of the parti les that makes up a
nu leus.
44. photon:- The arrier parti le of ele tromagneti intera tions.
45. pion :- The least massive type of meson, pions an have ele tri harges ±1 or 0.

46. plasma:- A gas of harged parti les.

47. positron :- The antiparti le of the ele tron.
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48. proton (p):- The most ommon hadron, a baryon with ele tri harge (+1) equal
and opposite to that of the ele tron (-1). Protons have a basi stru ture of two
up quarks and one down quark (bound together by gluons). The nu leus of a
hydrogen atom is a proton. A nu leus with ele tri harge Z ontains Z protons; therefore the number of protons is what distinguishes the dierent hemi al
elements.
49. quark (q):- A fundamental fermion that has strong intera tions. Quarks have
ele tri harge of either 2/3 (up, harm, top) or -1/3 (down, strange, bottom) in
units where the proton harge is 1.
50. residual intera tion:- Intera tion between obje ts that do not arry a harge but
do ontain onstituents that have harge. Although some hemi al substan es
involve ele tri ally- harged ions, mu h of hemistry is due to residual ele tromagneti intera tions between ele tri ally-neutral atoms. The residual strong
intera tion between protons and neutrons, due to the strong harges of their
quark onstituents, is responsible for the binding of the nu leus.
51. spin:- Intrinsi angular momentum of a parti le, given in units of ~, the quantum
unit of angular momentum, where ~ = 1.054x10 − 34Js.
52. Standard Model:- Physi ists' name for the theory of fundamental parti les and
their intera tions. It is widely tested and is a epted as orre t by parti le physiists.
53. strange quark (s):- The third avor of quark (in order of in reasing mass), with
ele tri harge -1/3.
54. strong intera tion:- The intera tion responsible for binding quarks, antiquarks,
and gluons to make hadrons. Residual strong intera tions provide the nu lear
binding for e.
55. syn hrotron:- A type of ir ular a elerator in whi h the parti les travel in synhronized bun hes at xed radius.
56. tau lepton:- The third avor of harged lepton (in order of in reasing mass), with
ele tri harge -1.
57. top quark:- The sixth avor of quark (in order of in reasing mass), with ele tri
harge 2/3. Its mass is mu h greater than any other quark or lepton.
58. up quark:- The least massive avor of quark, with ele tri

harge 2/3.

59. vertex dete tor:- A dete tor pla ed very lose to the ollision point in a olliding
beam experiment so that tra ks oming from the de ay of a short-lived parti le
produ ed in the ollision an be a urately re onstru ted and seen to emerge
from a `vertex' point that is dierent from the ollision point.
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60. virtual parti le:- A parti le that exists only for an extremely brief instant as
an intermediary in a pro ess. The intermediate or virtual parti le stages of a
pro ess annot be dire tly observed. If they were observed, we might think
that onservation of energy was violated. However, the Heisenberg Un ertainty
Prin iple (whi h an be written as E . t > /2) allows an apparent violation of
the onservation of energy. If one sees only the initial de aying parti le (su h as
a meson with the quark) and the nal de ay produ ts (su h as s + e + e+),
one observes that energy is onserved. The 'virtual' parti le (su h as the W ±)
exists for su h a short time that it an never be observed.
61. W ± boson:- A arrier parti le of the weak intera tions. It is involved in all
ele tri - harge- hanging weak pro esses.
62. weak intera tion:- The intera tion responsible for all pro esses in whi h avor
hanges, hen e for the instability of heavy quarks and leptons, and parti les that
ontain them. Weak intera tions that do not hange avor (or harge) have also
been observed..
63. Z-boson:- A arrier parti le of weak intera tions. It is involved in all weak proesses that do not hange avor.
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